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Introduction
1.

Practicalliall educators, both defenders and critics of

current practices, agree that evaluation.is essential to effec-

tive education. Most educators also agree that the evaluation of

student achievement is the central element in any effective evalu-

ation program undertaken in the school. Silberman writes (1970,

p. 138):

...evaluation [of student achievement] is an important
and indeed intrinsic part of education--essential if
teachers are to judge thteffectiveness of their teach-
ing, and if students are to judge what they know and .

what they are having trouble learning.

Ideally, an evaluation of student achievementyill describe

what a student (clay, Johnny) can and cannot do. For exampleN, af-

ter completingsour evaluation of Johnny's achievements, we would

like vo make statements such as these:

(1) Johnny can recall and state the essential details of ,

mateiial he has read.

(2) Johnny cen make inferences and draw logical conclusions
concerning material he has read.

(3) Johnny can apply the Pythagorean theorem to situations
he has not previously studied in class.

(4) Johnny can swim 4 laps across the pool.

(5) Johnny can evaluate the adequacy of experimental data
for answering specific questions.

(b) Johnny can use proper subject-verb agreement in writing

sentences.

1The author is indebted to W. E. Coffman, L. S. Feldt, H. D. Hoover,

and D. R. Whitney for valuable criticisms of earlier drafts ot this

paper.

3
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Throughout this paper, statements such as the above will be

called "Can Do" statements. Such statements are easily made for

many educational objectives. However, for some objectives, of

equal or greater importance, such statements are difficult (if

not impossible) to formulate. The primary purposes of this paper

are (1) to identify the conditions under which it is reasonable

to make "Can Do" statements and the conditions under which it is

unreasonable to make such statements and (2) to examine methods

that are used to describe academic achievement when it is unrea-

sonable to make "Can Do" statements.

The Need for "Can Do" Statements

Before beginning our discussion of when the use of "Can,Do"

statements is appropriate, we,should.establish _awl such

statements are importan; in the first place. "Can Do" statements

aid the teacher in carrying out two important educational functions.

First, they serve as guides to next steps in a sequence of educa-

tional experiences that will be of maximum benefit to the student.

Secondly, they provide a basis for very explicit reports to the

student and his parents of what the student has accoMplished.

Of course, good teachers have always been colterned with

identifyins specifically what a student can do. They have used a

variety of procedures to obtain the necessary data for these. eval-

uations. Sometimes formal taLts of the paper-and-pencil type

have been used (e.g., the end-of-chapter tests given in soma text-

books). In other instance., less formal procedures have been
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used (e.g., homework assignments, classroom observations). Re-

gardless of how the data were gathered, the basic purpose has

been the same: to plan appropriate ettacat.tenxt"programs for stu-
,

dents and to make accurate rep-rts of progress.

If the current trend towards individualization of instruc-
.

tion ("ontinues, teachers will have an even greater need for "Can

Do" Statements (Hambleton, 1974). The three basic components of.

OPP

any individualization program are (1) instructional objectives;

(2) instructional sequences; and (3) evaluation activities. Some

,schOol systems gre buying and installing entire individualized

programs (e.g., IPI; PLAN2); others are using commercially avail-
.

able sets of objectives and exercises (e.g., Houghton Mifflin's

Individual Pupil Monitoring System in Reading, 1974).. Still other

systems are developing their own packages of objectives, ms*erials,

and evaluation devices. There is little doubt that the amount of

time for formal evaluation activities in such programs is greater

than in the more traditional ones and that there is a greater need

for describing student achievement in "Can Do" terms.

A very simplified model of individualization includes the

following components:

1. Give pretest for a given unit of instruction to de-

termine if instruction is needed.

2. Provide instruction, if needed.

3. Give posttest to decide if the unit objectives have

been achieved.

2 Individually Prescribed Instruction (IPI), nlaser, 1970. Pro-

gram for Learning in Accordance with Needs (PLAN), Flanagan, 1971.
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Formalized'systems of instruction using these three components

force teachers to make statements describing what Johnny can and

cannot do. The teacher must know what Johnny can do in order to

assign him to the proper instructional units.

As noted previously, good teachers have always been concerned

with knowing what,each student can and =not do. The major change

created by the increased emphasis on individualization is the for-

malization of ihe evaluation system, including the development of

specific instructional objectives.

As schools develop more formalized systems of evaluation, they

will also probably develoe more formalized reportinesystems; sys-

tems that will convey to students and parents specific information

about what the student can and cannot do. Obviously, the tradi-

tional letter grade does not convey information about what a stu-

'dent hao learned as well as a list of specific statements; and, in

fact, over the last few years the reporting of letter grades his de-

creased somewhat, particularly at the elementary level (NU, 1970).

Instead of letter grades many school systems are reporting information

to the parents that attempts to show what their child can and cannot do.

These "new" reporting procdures vary greatly from system to system and

for different educational levels within the wimp system. For example, k

Time magazine (February 18, 1974, p. 59) reports that kindergarten

through third grade students in the Dallas public schools receive

"an 8 1/2 in. by 14 in. numbered sheet that looks more like a page



from a company audit than a reporocard." In addition, parents

are "supplied a 32-page booklet called Your Child Start& School

and a 28-page manual with the remarkable title Terminal Behavicral

Ob ectives for Continuous Progression, Modules in Earkx,Childhood

Education." Parents, then, can use the numbered sheet and the

manual to' make "Can Do" statements about their child. In contrast

to this very elaborate system, Other schools use relatively simple

checklists.' Figure 1 (page 6) represents a checklist that might

be used in the language arts,area.
3

Regardless of the complexity

of the reporting system, the goal'is the same: to indicate with

some degree of specificity what Johnny can and cannot do.

Perhaps, the most ambitious effort to report to parents (and

others) what students can and cannot do is occurring in the, state

of Oregon. Starting with the 1978 graduating class, all graduates

of Oregon high schools will have to demonstrate "the competencies

to function effectively on the.job, as a citizen, as a learner,

as a consumer, as an individual, and as a family member" befoie a

graduation certificate is awarded (Parnell, 1974, p. 205). The spe-

cific competencies that all graduates must acquire are derived

from a set of global program goals, and for each compespncy specific

performance indicators are to be developed by locel school dis-

tricts. These performance indicators will then be utilized to certify

whether or not Johnny has acquited the competencies for certification.

The following example will help clarify this process.

3
In this form "Has Acquired" would be considered equivalent to

"Can Do".



PROGRESS REPORT TO PARENTS 19 -19

Pupil Language Arts Teacher

Basic Skills - Blank indicates skill not Covered or evaluated

-P
1. Ability to infer the main

idea of a selection
2. Ability to identify the

main parts of a story
3. Ability to draw comparisons

4. Ability to find specific
details and imagery

5. Ability to use vocabulary
skills

6. Ability to write proper
sentences,,paragraphs

7. Ability to punctuate

8. Spelling skills

9. Oral reading

10. Library skilla

Has Acquired* Not Acquired

*The four columns represent four marking periods.

Figure 1 Example of ,a Simple Reporting Form_for Language Arts
(Takin from Gronlund, Improving Mirking and Re-
porting in Classroom Instruction, 1974, p. 34.)
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One of the program goals in Social Responsibility education

is (Graduation Requirements Task Force, 1973, p. 1):

Students will be able to accept responsibilities in
social, economic, and political affairs.

There are 19 competencies or course goals derived from this pro-

gram goal. Two examples are (pp. 1 and 2):

(1) Find acceptable solutions to social conflicts in

everyd4 life. . .

(2) Predict the effect of a widespread similarity in
consumer activities upon total economy..

Two possible performance indicators given for course goal (1) are

(pp. lend 2):

(a) Given descriptions of everyday conflict situations,
the student will observe and identifli the sources

of conflict.

(b) Given descriptions of conflict situations, the stu-
dent will identify

I

and evaluate alternative solu-
tions.

If the student has been certified as having.perforned "ade-

quately" on' a variety of such performance indicators, a gradua-
lo

tion certificate will be issued. In other womis, when Johnny

gr4duates from an Oregon high school, we will know that he can

perform certain, specified tasks.

Some Problems

Attempting to describe what Jolmny can and cannot do is an

important part of any educational program. While this process is

conceptually simple, the actual implementation of it can be rela-

tively complex. Before considering some of the complexities

9
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that characterize such an approach, let.41s cOheider two kinds of

0
situations where it is relatively easy to make "Can Do" (or "Can't

Do-) statements.

First, it is easy to make "Can Do" statements when our in-

structional objedtives are so narrowly defined that basically only

one evaluation exercise is possible for each objective. The fol-

lowing "Can Do" statements are derived from such narAly defined

objectives:

(1) Johnny can identify the letter A.

(2) Johnny can add 6 and 3.

'(3) Johnny can describe the poftentially harmful effecys of

bleach on the human body.
4

A second type of objective that allows us to make "Can Do"

statements easily is one that permits an indefinitely largt number

4
Note that many ostensibly broader objectives are actually of this
type. For example, consider the objective: Students should be
able to describe the adverse effects of the 40 most commonly used
ghemicals on the human body. It ft poisibte to consider this
statement as repgesenting 40 discrete;objectivet. /f our evalua-
tion procedures require students tt describe the idyerse effects
of all 40 chemicals, then our interpretation of Jontny's perforl
mance would probably recogniLe these 40 objectives. For example,
we might say that Johnny can describe the adverse effects of chem.
lcale A, B, C, D, etc., but not the adverse effects of chemicals
X, Y, and Z. On the other hand, if our evaluation procedures in-
volve the selection of only a sample of the chemicals (say, 20),
then, obviously, we would not be able to make "Can Do" type state-
ments for all 40 chemicals. If the second type of evaluation pro-
cedure is uied, then Johnny's performance would probably be re-
ported in,terma of the percent of items he answered correctly. Of
courele, a percent-correct scure could be provided for the first
type of evaluation procedure also. These percent-correct scores
N)resent "degrees of mastery" of the objective. Sometimes, such
scores are used to make instructional decisions. For example, we
might say that if Johnny can describe the &Averse effects of 902
of the 20 selected chemicals, he can move on to the next objective;

i.e., we will, in effect, say that Johnny "Can Do" the objective.
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of evaluation exercises for a slicific instructional objective; how-

ever, the responses to these exercises are so highly correlated that

we would be willing to nake."Can Do" or "Can't Do" statements dn'the

basis of just one or two evaluation exercises. By highly correlated

we mean that if a stuant gets one'Of the exercises correct hei will

IIvery likely" get the other exerctpes correct also. 'Likewise, if he

misses one item, there is a high probability that he will miss other

%
items in the same set. For example, consider the following objective:

Given the lengths of the two sides (a and b) of a right triangle, the,

stuaent can use the Pythagorean theorem.to find Ole length of the hypot-

enuse W. Ckearly, there is an unlimited number of evaluaiic- exer-

cises that could be used to meaSure Johnny's achievement of this objec-

tive. Two possible exercises are shown in Figure 2 below. ;If we are

A,

Find the length of the hypotenuse (c) for the two right tri-
angles shown below.

Figure 2 Exercises Ueed to Decide if Johnny Can Find the Length
of the Hypotenuse of a Right Triangle Given the Lengths
of the Sides.

interested only in Johnny's ability to, substitute in the formula cor-

rectly (i.e., we are not concerned about Johnny's ability to do any

of the necessary computation), then we would,probably be willing to

make a "Can Do" or a "Can't Do" statement for this objective on the

basis of Johnny's responses to just the two eXercises shown in Figure

2. Our willingness to make such statements on the basis of only two

exercises is based on the assuLltion that Johnny's responses to

Ii
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other exercises from the set of all possible exercises would be_.

very similar co his responses to,these'two exercises. All stich

statements are, of course, tied to a particular moment in time. It

is possible that Johnny may forget how to find the length of the hy-
Q

potenuse. Ix should also be noted that if multiple choice exercises

are ubed, more than two items may be needed because the probability

that ii,student'will get two answers correct merely by guessing may

be too high,-

The majority of course0or units of instruction) contain a

large core of objectives similar to those implied above. The eval- ,

uation"exerciies for such olijecti4esare not difficult to construct.

Therefore, for a large number of obLecti'vei in most courses it will

be relatively.easy to describe Johnny's performance in "Can Do"

and "Can't Do" terms.

In addizionto the type of objectives identified above, most

courses Also have objectives for which it is relatively difficult

to describe Johnny's perfoillance as either "Can Do" or "Can't Do".

Consider the following instructional objectives (Gronlund, 1973,

p. 17)':5

'Students should be able to

(1) Apply concepts and principles to new situations.

(2)* Demonstrate mathematical reasoning ability.

(3) Write creative stories.

ei4) DiMonstrate critical thinking skills.

(5) Use a scientific approach in solving problems.

5
The

I

first seven oVectives are given in Gronlund. The, eighth ob-

jective is a very coMiah oblective found in most-courses involving

reading.

, 12
a



(6) Peiform skillfully on a musical instrument.

(7) Evaluate the adequacy of a given experiment.

(8) Make valid inferences and draw logical conclusions
concerning reading materials.

Mc.st educators would agree that objectives similar to these are

important objectives. Furthermore, similar otjectives appear at

all levels of instruction [e.g., consider objectives (1), (3),

(4), and (8)]. For objectivea of this type it is difficult, if

not impossible, to describe Johnny's performance in "Can Do" or

"Can't Do" terms, unless certain very restrictive coaditiona are

impdsed.

To illustrate some of the problems involved when we attempt

to make "Can Do" statements for such objectives, considerlthe

eighth objective above: Make valid inferences and draw logical

conclusions concerning material read. Superficially, making "Can

Do" statements related to this objective may seem likessimple

tasi. After all, Johnny either can make inferences and draw log-

ical conclusions or he cannot. However, there are two fundamental

reasons why it is difficult to describe Johnny's performance on

this objective in "Can Do" or "Can't Do" terms. The first is re-

lated to the global nature of such objectives 0.1 the second to

the developmental nature of them. Each of L. reasons is die-

cussed in some detail below.

It is fairly dbvioua that the inference objective, as stated,

,J represents a broad domain. For example, no limitations on the

type of reading material is given. While this objective may be

3
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appropniate at a number of different educational levels, we car-
.:

tainly don't expect third grade students, in general, to be able

to make inferences and draw logical conclusions on the basis of

reading material intended for high school students. However, even

if we put certain reasonable restrictions on the reading material,
6

it is still possible fo conceptualize the possibility of a very

large number of asbessment exercises for .this objective. The fact

that a large number of items exists does not necessarily restrict

our ability to make "Can Du" statements. Previously, we indicated '

that if the responses to items were highly correlated then "Can

Do" statements could easily be made. However, for objectives such

as the inference objective, responies may not be highly correlated.

That is, if Johnny can draw one valid inference, it does not fol-

low that he will be able to draw all valid infz:rences. As an il-

lustration of this problem, consider the following questions taken

from the Iowa Tests of Educational Development:
7'

1. From his manner and formal training, what opinion
might people have formed of John Marshall? (28%)

2. What do the last two sentences suggest about Patel-
sonian's acceptance of U.S. aid? (44%)

3. Suppose an uninsured and unemployed motorist damaged
someone's car. Which speaker,offers a plan that
would allow the injured party to collect benefits? (64%)

6
At the third grade level, we might, for exempla; require the read-
ing material to be "similar" to that contained in the textbook; at
the high school level we might require the reading material to be
newspaper stories.

7
Iowa Testing Programs. Iowa Tests of EducaAonal Development.

Ability to Interpret Reading Material in the Social Studies,
Form Y-5, University of Iowa, 1970.
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Each of these items is associated with a particular reading pas-

sage and all three items require the student to reach a concluiion

on the basiE of the information in the passage. The percents in

parentheses after each question show the percent of 10th grade

students froti a statewide sample in Iowa who answered the item

correctly. The varying percents associated with the three ques-

tions above provide evidence that getting one item correct does

not gu.lrantee that a second item measuring the same objective

(where the ,-.14vctive is defined in fairly broad terms) will be

answered cotrectly. Furthermore, though this is not discernible

ftoo the data given above, all 282 who got the first item correct

did nut get the second or third items correct.

One partial solution to this problem (i.e., lack of correla-

tion between responses of two exercises for the same objective) is

achieved by defining the objective more narrowly. For example,

we might specify the following as part of the inference objective:

(1) The number of words allowed in the reading material.

(2) The maximum sentence length.'

(3) The maximum and minimum number of sentences.

(4) The minimum percent of words that must appear on
some specified ward list (e.g., EDL Research lig
Information Bulletin #5 A Revised Core Vocabulary,
2, Taylor, et al., 1969).

(5) The sPicific content area used for the reading pabsage.

(6) The nature of the test questions.
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'Now, our "Can Do" statement might be as follows:

Johnny can make inferences and draw logical conclusions
when givtat reading material that has no sore than 200
words (at least 852 of the words are from the SDL list),
that has between 10 and 20 sentences (with a maximum
sentence length of 20 words), that is based on the life
of John Marshall, and that requires him to answer
multiple choice questions using four alternatives.

The limit of such specificity is reached when the evaluation exer-

cise itself defines the objective. In 'these instances, our "Can

Do" statements become so specific to the situation that they are

of little use to teachers, students, and parents.

The second fundamental reason why it is difficult to make "Can

Do" statements for this type of objective is related to. the develop-

mental nature of these objectives. 0ronlund states (1973, p. 17):

...students cannot be expected to fully achieve such ob-
jectives. Sven the simplest of these is a matter
of degree and can be continuously developed throughout
life. All we can reasonably do for a particular course
or unit of instruction is to identify a sample of speci-
fic learning outcomes that represent degrees of progress
toward the objectives.

We shall illustrate ths concepts embodied fn the above quote

with an example. Consider the first statement in Figure 1. Stated

aR an objective, this becomes:

Students should be able to infer the main idea of a
selection.

To assess Johnny's performance on this objective, we might give a

paper-and-pencil test to Johnny and the other students. This test

might involve reading selections from a variety of content areas

1. 6
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and would presumably be at the "appropriate grade level"
8

for the

students. We will assume that these results will be used to check

either the "Has Acquired" (Can Do) or the "Not Acquired" (Can't Do)

column on the report form shown in Figure 1. However, in our ef-

forts to make these "Can Do" and "Can't Do" tatements on the basis

of the test results, we will immediately face the question: How

many correct exercises are needed before we should say that Johnny

can Infer the main idea of a selection? Logically, we might con-

tend that Johnny "Can Do" this objective only if he answers all

items correctly. If this criterion was used, it is highly prob-

able that in many classrooms the label "Can Do" would NOT be given

to any student. Moreover, if such a test were given it would be-

come immediately apparent that the ability to infer the main idea

of a selection is not an "all or none" ability. 'Everyone, ex-

cept possibly the severly mentally retarded, seems to have "some"

of this ability. If we choose to report information in a "Can Do" .

fashion, how do we decide who "Can Do"? What criteria do we use

to select that arbitrary point which discriminates between those

who "Can Do" and those who "Can't Do"? Surely, when we put the

check mavk under "Has Acquired" on Johnny's report, we do not mean

that Johnny can do this for all possible selections regardless of

the type of material (e.g., Shakespeare, comic books, newspapers,

magazines). What really lies behind the check is the contention

8
0f course, determining "appropriate grade levels" may create

problems. These problems will be discussed in the next section.

1 7
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that Johnny has acquired "enough" of the skill at this moment in
11

time to satisfy the teacher's criterion of mastery (perhaps, 802

9
correct on a set of exercises). Likewise, when we check "Not

Acquired" we only mean that Johnny does not have "enough" of the

skill.

As a final illustration of the problems encountered when we

attempt to make "Can Do" statements for certain objectives, con-

sider the previously cited goal (objective) for students of Oregon
\

high schools:

Find accoptalle solutions to eocial conflicts in everyday

Note that the number )f potential evaluation exercises for this

objeftive is numerous. Moreover, it is not difficult to believe

that Johnny might be able to find "acceptable" solutions in some

conflict situations and not others.. Oregon students will exhibit

varying amounts of the "ability to find acceptable solutions to

social conflicts in everyday life." The achievement of this ob-

jective is.not an."all or none" matter. Thus, some arbitrary

level of achievement will have to be selected to decide when the

"Can Do" criterion hos been satisfied. The validity of this ar-

bitrary level could be stablished by showing that students above

9 It is interesting to speculate on the parents' reaction to John-
ny's reoort if he gets a check under "Has Acquired"Jor the first
marking period and a check under "Not Acquired" for the fourth
period. Should they conclude that Johnny has acquired this ability,
then lost it?

10
At this time we will not be concerned with defining what is meant

by "acceptable". Obviously, in the implementation of the Oregon
program such definitions become an important part of the process.
Nor, are we concerned about the unrealistic nature of the objective.

18
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this level "function effectively" as a member of society (the ul-

timate goal)., and those below it do not. Of course, defining

"function offectively".may be as difficult as determining the ar-

bitrary cutting score for certification.

Another perspective on the problems involved in describing

performance in "Can Do" or "Can't Do" terms is provided by Gron-

lund (1973). He distinguishes betweentwo different types of

/earning: (1) mastery learning and (2) developmental learning.

While learning at the mastery level is concerned pri-
marily with dimple knowledge outcomes (e.g., knowledge
of terms) and basic skills (e.g., computation, grammar)

learning at the developmental level is concerned with
complex types of achievement. That is, achievement that
goes beyond the simple rememl.ering of learned matez4a1
or the repetition of previously learned skills (p. 17).

, In general, the types of objectives discussed previously fit

nicely into these two categories. Those objectives for which it

is easy to make "Can Do" statements occur at the mastery level.

Those objectives for which it is difficult io make "Can Do" state-

ments occur at the developmental level.

The factors which make it difficult to make "Can Do" state-

ments lor objectives at the developmental level are summarized

rather nicely by Gronlund in the following stntement (1973, p. 16)
:11

The difficulty of (making "Can Do" statements1 at the
developmental level (i.e., learning beyond the minimum
essentials) results to large extent from the fact that

... the learning outcomes are complex (e.g., understand-
ing, thinking skills), the domain of learning tasks is

11
We have taken the liberty of substituting the phrase, "making

'Can Do' statements," for Gronlund's original phrase, "using
criterion-referenced testing." This substitution has not altered

the meaning of the quotation.

19
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virtually unlimited, ... the instructional objectives
represent.goals to work toward rather than goals to be
fully achieved, for here the emphasis is on the contin-
uous development of understanding and skill. Each stu-
dent is encouraged to strive for the maximum level of
achievement and excellence of which he is capable,
rather than the mastery"of some predetermined.set of
minimum essentials

In summary, for a large number of very important objectival'

in any curriculum area, it is impossible to make Meaningfui "Can

Do" statements about Johnny. For these objectives the domaln of

assessment tasks is extremely large and the responses to such

tasks are not highly correlated. Johnny may be able be! perform

"adequately" on eome of the tasks and not on others: Furthermore,

Johnny is not expected te fully ictomplish these objectives'at any

particular moment in time. The learning of these objectives is

usually viewed as a developmental process. Thus, it is reasonable

to conceiv,,,of varying degrees of achievement of the objective,

and the purpose of our educational program is to help students

obtain "more" of the objective. When educators do make "Can

Do" statements related to this type of objective, it should

be clear that they mean only that a student has reached an arbi-

trary, predetermined level of achievement. Such statements may

have some merit. These levels may have been identified primarily

to enable teachers to make instructional, decisions (or, in the

Oregon situation, a certification decision). For example, if

Johnny gets 80% correct on a test measuring a given objective, he

20
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can,go on to the next objective.
12

However, "Can Do" statements

for objectikres for which the student will show continued growth

are somewhat deceptive. There will always be a degree of artifi-

ciality about such statements, since students will exhibit vary-

ing degrees of the ability and an arbitrary point on the measure-

ment scale must.be Selected.
13

12
Teachers may also find it convenient to establish levels of

achievement for objectives which are t t of the developmental
type. Consider, for example, the objective given in footnote 4:
Students should be able to describe the adverse effects of the 40 r
most commonly used chemicala on the human body. A. noted previ-
ously, this objective could be considered as 40 discrete objec-
tives. .

In footnote 4, we described two different evaluation proce-
dures that could be used for measuring student achievement -on
this objective. For either procedure, we noted that a percent-'
correct score might be given and that instructional decisions
might be based on that score. Percent-correct scores are m6st
meaningful when there is a limited number of evaluation exercises
that can be asked and the teacher can either ask all the exer-
cises or select (preferably at random) a sample of the exercises.
In such situations percent-correct scores represent estimates of
the "degree of mastery" of the objective. Note that percent-correct
scores-from a set of evaluation exercises for the developmental
objectives we have been discussing would not have much interpre-
tive value, since the domain of such,exercises is not well defined.
Even when the dome% is, well defined, the identification 6f that
arbitrary. level 6f achievement which must be met before the stu-
dent is labeled a "master" (i.e., can do the objective) involves
problems which are someOhat similar to those discussild in relation
to setting performance stow:lards for developmental objectives.

13
It may be possible for certain objectives to show that such a

cutting point is reasonable. For example, it may be true that
students above a certain score point experience success in some
other endeavor and those below this point experience failure in
this endeavor. However, situations with such "nice" cutting

'spointo are extremely rare. Note, however, that in the Oregon
iituation it seems imperative that these "nice" cutting points
be identified.
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Given that such "Can Do" statements are not entirely satis-

factory, what kinds of statements can we make to provide a more

adequate description ol Johnny's capabilities? I. it reasonable

to attempt to provide a description in terms of Johnny's location

on a scale of development? In the next section we examine these

questions.

Describing Johnny's Level of Development

Teachers frequently make statements that seem to convey an

assessment of Johnny's level of development. For example, it

would not be utAisual to hear statements similar to the following:

"Johnny is readiug at the third grade level." It seems obvious

that such a statement is intended to provide a description of

where.Joimny is in his reading development. On what basis-was

this statement made? How.should we interpret this statement?

Beiore one can interpret the statement, "Johnny is reading

at the third grade level," two basic questions must be answered:

(1) What is "reading"? and (2) What is "third grade level"? Assume

that by reading we merely mean that when given a set of written

materials, Johnny can recognize the words and say them aloud.

Also, assume that if Johnny can read materials intended for third

grade students withless than five errors (e.g., one type of

error would be the omission 'of a word) for every 100 words, then

we will say that Johnny can read at the third grade level.

22
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This pi.ocedure appears simple enough; however, there are

problems. First, we havs,assumed a very restricted definition of

reading. 'Our definition does not include any component related

to the comprehension of the material read. Soma people might not

agree with our definition. Johnny may be able to recognize words

buf not "undeistand" what those words mean when put together into

sentences and piragraphs. Nonetheless, given our definition, the

meaning of the statement about Johnny's reading level is partially

clarified.

A second problem concerns the definition of third grade ma-
.

terials.° How do we know that the reading materialware at a third

grade level? One very common method,for deciding on the 1eadin4

level of materials is to accept the level designated by the,pub7

lisher. Thus, if a school is using reading series WYZ, and if,

by some objettive criteria, Johnny can "read" the; material in the

third grade book, but notmaterials in the fourth grade book, we

, will say Johnny is "reading" at the third grade level. However,

*the criteria that the publisher uses to decide what is third grade.

material are usually not clearly defined. In fact, if h different

reading aeries is used, Johnny's reading level may change.

Another method that could be used to determine the readigi,

level of materials involves actunlly having various groups of stu-

dents read ihe materials. The students could be grouped by grade lev-

el. Then, the lowest grade in which SO% (br, some other agreed upon
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percent) of all student can read the materi le (by our 2revious

definition) is tho grade level of the mate ials. Th4, in effect,

scale of reading materials is developed which is based on the

capabilitieo of several different groups of people. The values

along this scale (e.g., third grade materials, fourth grade mate-

rials) have meaning only because various groups have provided

normative data. /n essence, we have provided reference points

along a scale. Notice that if either of the above two procedures

are used, then ttie statement, "Johnny can read at the third grade

level," has meaning only because of the normative framework which

has been established. In the first procedure the normative frame-

work is the textbook series, and in the second procedure it is the

various groups'of students.
.

Regardless of haw "third grade reading materials" is defined,

the statement, "Johnny can read at third grade level," conveys

little meaning unless samples of the reading materials are sup-

plied or the domain of retding materials is well known. Thus,

unlike the,"Can Do" statements at the begineing of this paper

Ie.g.,,"Johnny 'can use the Pythagorean theorem to find the length

of the hypotenude given the length ef the two sides.% this type.

of "Can Do" statement cannot be'interpreted without additional

information. Telling parents that Johnny can read at the third

grade level OOW to convey more information than it really does.

The preceding example serves to illustrate the,need for refer-

ence points (i.e., a normative framework) when we\are trying to

. 24
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make statements about Johnny's level of developmAnt. Since many

of our educational objectives are of a developmental nature, such

reference points can be useful for charting Johnny's growth. The

remaining part of this section examines how teachers probably

establish these reference points.

Possibly the most common set Of reference points used in the

elementary and junior high schools is: below grade level; at grade,

level; and above grade level. The process used to establish these

points essentially consists of two steps: .(1) selection of a set

of evaluation activities and (2) development of a set of perf

mance standards. Torillustrate this, process, again consider the

first skill in Figure,1: Ability to infer the main idea of a se-

lection. For the evaluation activities the teacher miggt decide

to use the tests accompanying the third grade reading textbook and

the results from the class discussions of the reading selections in

the text Thus, Johnny's development on this objective will be

assessed by his performance on a written test and by his oral re-

sponses in the classroom.

,The development of a set of pezpormance standards which will

icable the teacher.to decide whether Johnny is below, at, or above

grade level is not easy. Johnny's "score" below, at, or

above) probably will be obtained by comparing Johnny's performance

with the third grade students the teacher has had. For example, if

Johnny is similar to the "average student, then' Johnny's "score"
4

will probably be "at grade level." If the textbook authors Oro-

, vide suggestions for interpreting the results of their tests, such'



information may be used by ehe teacher to help define Johnny's

."score" on this objective. Thus, in general, reference points for
1

describing Johnny's development usually depend ona consideration

Of the instructional materials being used and the performance

of vaguely defined groupa.of students.

If a teacher wishes to convey this type of information to

parents, and if the form shown in Figure ljs used, the teacher

.0

would probably check a box under "Has Acquired" when.Johnny has been

identified as at or above grade level. Likewise, if Jofinny is below

grade level, the box under "Not Acquired" woul& probably be checked.

Of course, given our previous comments such labeling creates a

somewhat distorted picture of Johnny's achievement.

It may be Informative to consider just what information such

a procedure provides. Note first that this procedure differs only

slightly from the traditional method of assigning letter grades:

In fact, it can be.contended that checking the "Has Acquiied" box .

really means that Johnny has received an A, B, or C,-while check-
.

ing the "Not Acquired" box really-means Johnny has received a D or

F. In essence, a five point reporting scale has been collapsed

into two points. .The major difference between this method and the

traditional method occuri not in how the "score" ("grade") is de-.

termined but rather in the number of "scores" supplied. For eXample;

in the reporting form shown in Figure 1, we repori llb"scores";

whereas, previously Johnny may have received/only one "score" in
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language arts. In the language of educational testing, we have

provided subtese scores instead of a composite score.

Secondly, note that, as with tho reading level example above,

tho report that Johnny "Has Acquired" or "Not Acquired" certain

skills can be interpreted' only within the context of additional

information. This additional information would be the evaluation

materials, ur-facsimiles of such evaluation tateriLls. With such

materials parents wou.d have a better understanding af Johnny's,

achievement in a given area.
14

As indicated earlier, the above approach is probably the most

widely used method of describing Johnny's development (i.e., iden-
.

tifying reference points) on a variety of objectives. In most

schools, such a method is the only feasible proceduse for decision-

making in the day-to-d0 operation of the instructional program.

It does, however, hive several weaknesses which my limit its use-
.

fulness for describing Jqhnny's development to other interested
e

persons (e.g., parents, other teaejters). Foremost among these

limitations is the extametubjectivity of the description. How

,
valid are the performance standards set by the teacher? How cm-

prehensive are the materials used to.evaluate the achievement?

How representative are the tudents this teacher has had? This

01e(A
approach depends gr.atly on t e structional materials being Used

and the experiences ofithe tea er. Johnny's performance may be

14
Some parent-teacher conferences involve* eiamination of such

materials.
\
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judged "third grade level" by.one teacher and "fourth grade level"

by aaother teacher in a different sitting.
15

These limitations may be less critical if Johnny is given a

standardized achievement test on a fairly regular.basis

once a year). A major purpose of many standardiged achievement

tests is to provide reference points for assessing pupils' educa-

tional development. Such tests supply developmental scales based

on the responses of well-defined reference group_. For example, .

they may provide grade equivalent scores for differeht content

areas (e.g., reading comprehension). 'Grade equivalent scales con-

sist of reference roints defined by the scores of students in var-

ious grades for specific populations (e.g., students in U.S., stu-

dents in Im4).
16

Thus, Johnny's grade equivalent score of 3.1 on a

reading comprehension test means that Johnny's test performance is

similar to the ."average" score of third grade students (in some ref-

erentle population) who took the test during ,the first month of school.

Well-constructed standardized tests can add a valuable dimen-
.

sion to the teacher's ability to describe Johnny's. level of de-

velopment. In eisence, these tests furnish the teacher with a

broader perspective of JnhnnY's abilities than do the sometimes

small, ana,often non-representative, sample of students who are in

his (her) classes. Such tests also supply a continuous scale of

15
It is interesting to

raised with respect to

16
The basic assumption

ent grades are, on the
ment. This assumption

note that these same limitations have been
the use of letter grades (Ebel, 1974),

of such sciles is that students in differ-
,' average", at different stages of develop-
does not seem:unreasonable.
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development for charting Johnny's growth over many years (e.g.,

grades 3-8). These'developmental scales would be extremely diffi-

cult to develop at the local level. In addition, standardized

tests usually focus on important developmental objectives within

the various curriculum areas
17

and presumably measure the student's

ability to transfer the ideas developed in the classraom.

As we have previously noted, for developmental objectives the

interpretation of a score (e.g., "Ras Acquired") is improved if

the evaluation materials (or facsimilds) are provided; this is ilso

true for scores froi standardized tests. The fact that Johnny made

a grade equivdient score of 3.1 on a reading comprehension test pro-.

vides some information about Johnny's level of development. The

interpretation of this score is enhanced if we know the kinds of

questions that were asked and haw many Johnny answered correctly.

In summary, the results from standardised achievement tests

provide an additional source of data for assessing JOhnny's de-

velopment--data that supplements the other information available

to the teacher. The major advantages of such tests are the devel-

opmental stales and the external "look" they provide.
18

17
Obviously, such tests cannot srmple all the important objectives

within a curriculum area.

18
These brief remarks on standardised achievement tests are in-

tended only to point out the potntia1 that such tests have for
providing reference points that nay help describe a student's de-
velopment in various areas. Whether or not a particular achievet.
ment test can validly be used for this purpose, must, of course,
be considered by the educators using the test. Also, it is impor-
tant to emphasise that standardised tests do not rovide standards
for development. They lewariwas a type Ornormat ve77676-
tion that is not otherwise readily available to teachers.
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A Summary. Statement

The majority of edilcational programs (courses, units of instruc-.

tion) contain objectives that can be classified as either mastery

or. developmental. For mastery type objectives it is a relatively

easy task for the individual teacher to develop satidfactory mea-

suring instruments and to describe Johnny's achievements in "Can

Do" or "Can't Do" terms. However, for developmental objectives,

the number of possible evaluation exercises is large and at any

particular time Johnny may beable to give correct answers to sone

exercises and not to others. Basically, developmental objectives

represent "goals to work toward rather than goals to be fully

achieved." (Gronlund, 1973, p. 16).

An adequate description of Johnny's achievements for these

developmental objectives requires a set of reference points which

identify stages of development. Such reference points are not

easily derived. The typical teacher develops a sense of these

points after considering the instructional materials and the per-

formance of various groups Of '.tudents_with which the teacher is

familiar. The results of standardized achievement tests may help

the teacher assess Johnny's level of development. Wa4 standard-

ized achievement teats provide developmental scales (for fairly

brad content areas) based on the performaO of well-defined

groups of students.

Developmental objectives represent important components of

most educational prograna. Describing Johnny's performance in a

30
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given educational prngram requires not only a description of what

Johnny "Can Do" but also our best estimates of Johnny's progress

toward important developmental objectives.
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